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The Region of Mara in Tanzania

The maps below show where the district of Mara is in
relation to the rest of the world

Map One – The Continents

Map Two – The Countries of Africa
(Tanzania is in the east in blue)

Map Three
The 26 regions of Tanzania.

The district of Mara is marked in red.

Map Four

A Peter’s Projection World Map

The Mara Region of Tanzania
Mara is one of 26 regions in Tanzania. It is named after the Mara
river.

Musoma is the capital of Mara.

Musoma has a market and a fishing harbour......

......... and a bus station

Musoma also has a cathedral

Bishop Hilkiah is in charge of the Diocese of Mara

There is a kindergarten run at Musoma Cathedral.
These children are all orphans.

There is also a vocational training centre run by the diocese within
the cathedral complex.

Subjects taught here include sewing and computer technology.

Wakefield Diocese has links with Mara Primary School........

.....and Issenye Secondary School

Many parishes have links with villages throughout Mara.
This is a part of the school at N’Gope...............

....and this is the church at N’Gope .....

.... and the land around it

The Diocese of Wakefield and the Diocese of Mara join
together in many other projects. Amongst these are:
The Mara Tree Project
Iharara, a village in Mara, has offered a 300 acre plot of land for the
planting of sustainable mixed woodland. Lawrence Kiuya, a
respected elder of the village is also the environmental project
officer at nearby Issenye Secondary School.
The school is a major user of timber for firewood, furniture and
building and would be the main user of the timber, with any surplus
going to the local community. Mara Diocese has proven expertise in
agricultural projects and energetically complies with the Tanzanian
government policy of replacing every tree removed from the natural
environment.
(This excerpt is taken from the website of the Diocese of Wakefield,
following the overseas / Mara link)

The Water for Life Project
To mark the 20th anniversary of the Mara Wakefield project,
Water for Life link in 2008 the Mara Link Committee
launched a new 5 year project run by Mara Diocese in
partnership with local government and Wakefield Diocese.
With the basics now in place we aim in the remaining 3 years
to provide clean water, maintenance skills and health
education to 27 villages at at a cost of about £2,000 per
village. (Excerpt taken from the Wakefield Diocesan website)

The Goat Project at BRAC
The Diocese of Wakefield also works alongside the Buhemba Rural
Agricultural College (BRAC). One of the many projects organised by
BRAC involves providing individual families with milking goats. The
goats not only provide milk (helping to ensure a more nutritious diet,
especially suitable children suffering from AIDS) but also provide a
source of income by selling spare milk and kids as they are born. The
second she-goat born must be given back to BRAC to ensure the
continuation of the project for others.

All those who are fortunate enough to receive goat are trained in its
upkeep and are required to sign a certificate of ownership and
responsibility.

Mara’s ‘Jewel in the Crown’
(as Bishop Hilkiah puts it!)
The Serengeti National Park.
The majority of the Serengeti National Park, one of the world’s most
famous game sanctuaries, falls largely within the Mara region. It has
been declared a world heritage site and is home to lions, wildebeest,
elephants, crocodiles, giraffe, Thomson’s gazelle, water buffalo,
warthog and much more. It has vast areas of grasslands and
woodlands and offering income to the people of Tanzania through
significant tourism. Stringent conservation measures and monitoring
are in place to ensure that the eco-system survives.

Lake Victoria
Musoma, the capital of the Mara region of Tanzania is situated on
the shore of Lake Victoria. The lake is shared by three countries,
Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania, although over half of it lies within
Tanzanian territory. It is the largest lake in Africa and the second to
largest fresh water lake in the world.
It provides income and food for the local people through tourism and
fishing.
There is a developing crisis for the future of this lake as a plant called
‘japanese knotweed’ or ‘water hyacinth’ is beginning to take over the
lake. Currently it is spreading fast and threatening the livelihoods of
the local fishermen – those who fish far out in the lake for a living
and those who fish in the shoreline for their own subsistence.

Tanzania Fact File
These facts could be printed and laminated individually and placed
around the school / classroom. The children could be sent on a walk
to find the answers to the question which appear at the end of this
section. If you also put speech bubbles around the room / building
with Swahili-English words and phrases you could include these in
the ‘walking quiz’.














Tanzania’s full name is The United Republic of Tanzania.
Tanzania is the largest country in East Africa.
The official capital of Tanzania is Dodoma.
Dar-es-Salaam is the largest city in Tanzania.
Tanzania is nearly four times larger than the UK and over seven
times larger than England.
The population of Tanzania is approx 41,000,000; the
population of the UK is approx 60,000,000
The official language of Tanzania is Swahili.
Tanzania is three hours ahead of us in time e.g. when it is
midday in England it is 3pm in Tanzania.
The currency of Tanzania is the Tanzanian shilling. For info only,
the current exchange rate is 2384.15 Tsh to £1. Comparisons in
numerical cash terms as to what money buys are often futile as
suggesting that 10p mix costs 238 shillings means very little –
unless you can get across that children from Mara can’t afford
a 10p mix! An elderly man told one of our previous visitors that
he had saved all his life for a bicycle. By the time he could afford
it he was too old to ride it.
The climate ranges from tropical to ‘chilly’.
Africa’s tallest mountain, Mount Kilimanjaro is in Tanzania.
Almost all of the Serengeti National Park is in Tanzania.

 Exports / products include : coffee, tea, cotton, cashew nuts,
sugarcane, coconuts, bananas, cloves, tobacco, diamonds, gold,
wood, cacao etc
Suggestions for questions for a ‘walking quiz’ based on these facts:
When it is 2pm in England, what time is it in Tanzania?
What is Africa’s highest mountain called?
Name two things we drink that come from Tanzania.
Name something that is bad for you that comes from Tanzania.
What is the official language of Tanzania?
Is Tanzania in north, south, east or west Africa?
Which country is the biggest – Tanzania or the United Kingdom?
Which country has the most people – Tanzania or the United Kingdom?

True or False game
1) Tanzania is in East Africa
2) Tanzania is smaller than the United Kingdom
3) Tanzania in one of the 10 poorest countries in the world
4) We get coffee from Tanzania
5) There are tigers in Tanzania
6) Tanzania is a beautiful country
7) Tanzania has a coastline
8) Children at secondary school have their lessons in English
9) The capital of Tanzania is called London
10)
Tanzania has got flat land (plains), lakes and hills.

Answers
1) True - Put map on smartboard if poss.
2) False – It is almost 4 times the size of the UK and over
7 times the size of England
3) True
4) True
5) False – tigers come from India, but there are plenty of lions!
6) True
7) True
8) True
9) False – Political capital is Dodoma / commercial capital Dar-esSalaam
10)
True
N.B.
This ‘game’ could be used as an opening session to see what is
known. It could be done as question answer for the class, individual
quiz or as a team quiz. Teams could have been given the names of
Tanzanian animals e.g. lions, giraffes, gazelles, hippo’s, crocodiles,
elephants, wildebeest, cheetahs etc

The Flag of Tanzania

Every day the school children assemble around the Tanzanian flag
and sing the Tanzanian national anthem. The colours are symbolic of
life in Tanzania.

Green - symbolizes the agriculture and the fertility of the land
Blue - symbolizes the Indian Ocean on the eastern coast of Tanzania
Black - symbolizes the land and the people of Tanzania
Yellow - symbolizes the mineral wealth of Tanzania.

Suggested tasks:
 Create a flag for your school / community using symbolism that
represents your area.
 Design a new flag for England that symbolises the different
aspects of this country.

The Weather in Tanzania.
Tanzania is just south of the equator. Its climate varies from tropical
to temperate, although if you go to the mountains in the north of
the country (Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Meru) you will even find
snow and the temperature can be freezing.
There are two rainy seasons. The heaviest (called the masika) runs
from the middle of March right through to May. This is followed by
the dry season which runs from May to October and then there is the
second and shorter dry season (called the mvuli) which runs from
November to the middle of January. Perhaps surprisingly, the dry
season has the cooler temperatures.
Suggested task:
Design a weather chart to compare the weather in Musoma (capital
of the Mara region of Tanzania) with the weather in your area. There
are several weather forecast websites covering the weather in
Musoma. Simply ‘google’ ‘Musoma weather forecast’ and take your
pick! Do the same for your own town / area and begin the
comparisons / record keeping.

Supermarket Sweep
 Write to / visit your local supermarket (preferably a large chain)
and ask what products come from Africa. Once you have some
answers, list the different countries in Africa and find them on a
map.
 Consider the size of the UK and compare the size of some of
the African countries you have found.
 Using the different countries as headings, list the products from
each country.
 Look at a map of Africa and make a list of the countries that
haven’t produced any goods for the supermarket. Consider why
this might be. (Terrain – desert / mountainous ; war; produce
different goods e.g. industrial rather than agricultural etc;
drought (can mean that a crop such as cashew nuts disappears
off the shelves or becomes expensive)
 You could use maps, internet etc to find out about terrain,
climate, population (lack of it in some areas) etc. All these
factors and more contribute to the production and export of
goods.
 Photographs in the pack to accompany this project could
include tea, coffee, bananas, flowers, sewing, rice honey. You
could also look for photo’s of crocodile and wildebeest –
delicacies in some up-market restaurants!

Hey - I can speak Swahili......................
Thanks to The Mara Committee for this info!
Pronunciation hints:

Consonants are pronounced as they are in English
‘s’ is always in ‘loose’, never as in ‘lose’
‘g’ is always as in ‘bag’, never as in
‘badge’
Vowels are as follows:
‘a’ as in ‘cart’ (ar)
‘e’ as in ‘hay’ (ay)
‘i’ as in’ feet’ (ee)
‘o’ as in ’hotel’ (oh)
‘u’ as in ‘food’ (oo)

The emphasis is always on the second to last syllable (even if it happens to be
the first syllable in the word)
e.g. the Swahili word for ‘education’ is ‘elimu’
pronounced ay(e) lee (li) moo(mu)

Some Swahili proverbs (sayings):
Not only is it good and fun to try to say and learn these proverbs, it is good to
ask the pupils what they think the proverb means. There are significant cultural
differences and insights to be found! Also, many teaching points are offered in
pictures in areas where people are illiterate. After discussion on the meanings
of these proverbs, pupils could be asked to make pictorial representation and
then put the Swahili / English underneath.
Elimu ni ufunguo wa maisha
(Ay-lee-moo nee oo-foon-goo-oh wah ma-ee-sha)
Education is the key to life
Haba na haba hujaza kibaba.
(Har-ba nar har-ba hoo-jar-za keebar-ba)
Little by little fills the pot
Aliyetota, hajui kutota
(A-lee-yay-toe-ta ha-joo-ee koo-toe-ta)
He who has nothing knows not poverty
Debe tupu haliachi kuvuma
(De-bay too-poo ha-lee-ach-ee koo-vooma).
An empty tin makes most noise.
Kwenda mbio si kufika.
(Kwenda um-bee-yo see koo-fee-ka)
To run is not to arrive.
Mgeni ni kuku mweupe.
(Um-gay-nee nee koo-koo mway-oopay)
A stranger is a white chicken
(i.e. it stands out from all the brown
ones......!)
Akili ni mali.
(A-kee-lee nee ma-lee)
Ability is wealth

Greetings and conversation
Shikamoo! Greetings!
(essential greeting to an older person)

Marahaba! I am well!
(polite and necessary response to
shikamoo)

Hujambo?

Sijambo

How are you?

I’m fine

Hamjambo? How are you?
(to more than one person)

Hatujambo
We’re fine
(all of us are fine!)

Unatoka wapi?
from?

Where are you

Ninatoka Wakefield
I’m from Wakefield
wherever!)

Jina lako nani?
name?

What’s your

Chakula kizuri!

Good food!

Asante (sana)
much)

Habari za leo?
today?

How are you

Nzuri

Jina langu Sue
My name is Sue

(or

(or whoever!)

Thank you (very

I’m well / OK / all is cool!

Compare the Kitchen
You must ask permission before you visit your school kitchen!
Interview your school cook about what she / he has to think
about
when
making
meals
for
you
nutrition/finance/hygiene/seasonal produce etc.
Take photos of your school kitchen (empty and with people
working)
Now compare these with the photographs of the school
kitchen in the photograph over the page.

N.B.
Although this looks gruesome, this school is fortunate – it has a
kitchen. Many schools are unable to provide food for the children.
Pupils often walk several miles to school without having had any
breakfast; they do their lessons in the morning and then there is a
break for lunch – but, of course there is no lunch, so they sit under
trees or play games until the lessons begin again in the afternoon. As
one headteacher put it, “Children cannot learn when their bellies are
aching with hunger”. The children then walk home for the meal of
the day which will probably be the equivalent of watery, runny
porridge.
The children in the photo sequence (see next page) are fortunate
that they are fed. This is a fee paying and relatively privileged school.
Using the photographs provided, discuss with the children what
surprises them (size of pans / relatively open to the weather /
hygiene / safety / wood building and fire under pots! etc)

Picture Reference: (Taste of Tanzania CD) Schools (2)

Picture Reference: (Taste of Tanzania CD) Schools (25)

Picture Reference: (Taste of Tanzania CD) Schools (26)

Born to Shop
Learning outcomes:
 To understand the use of the word ‘irony / ironic’
 To raise awareness of the gap between first world and ‘third world’
countries
 To consider the concept of global citizenship and moral
responsibility.
Have the pupils working in groups.
Ask them to write down single words that come into their heads as they
see the picture.
Ask each group to come up with ideas as to why the photographer
thought this made a special photograph.
Bring the groups to a class discussion situation and invite each to share
what they have come up with.
Develop the discussion until the concept of irony is appearing.
Try to get the pupils to answer the question “Why might this photograph
be considered to be ironic?”
People in this country have more than this girl will ever have. Why? Is this
‘right’? What can be done about the fact? How could the world share
resources? Possibly introduce the concept of Fair Trade.
We talk of our ‘brothers and sisters’ not only in Mara, but across the
world. What does this mean? How should we treat a ‘brother’ or a
‘sister’?
Return to the picture and ask again why this picture is ironic. Define
‘irony’.
P.T.O. for photograph

What are ‘Values’?
Ask the pupils to look at the two pictures (picture one and picture
two) and ask them ‘who looks better off’?
After they have discussed this question, tell them that the children in
the red and pink are all orphans. They have uniforms and food
because they are educated at the ‘kindergarten’ or ‘nursery’
organised by Mara Diocese and held in Musoma Cathedral. The
children in the green and white uniforms attend a village state run
primary school.
Ask the pupils if any of them have changed their minds about who
might be ‘better off’.
Spend some time discussing what is meant by ‘better off’. Introduce
the concept of values and what is important in life.
Ask the pupils what is important in their lives.
Ask the pupils what they ‘value’ – compare and develop the
responses.
Show the pupils picture three.
Ask them what they think this little girl values now (we think she was
about three years old). Compare that with a three year old in this
country (perhaps brothers or sisters of pupils in the class). What
differences and similarities are there in the answers. Why do these
differences and similarities exist (differences often base around
culture and poverty, similarities often base around humanity, love,
hope, joy, etc)?
What do you think this little girl might hope for when she is older?
Emphasise that her values will be different – what is important and
of ‘value’ to us is often not of importance or value to Tanzanians.

Some things, however, are aspirational for all – education, health,
justice etc.
Outcomes for this session could be:
Open discussion, raising awareness, developing thinking and
reasoning skills, understanding the concepts of ‘value’ and ‘worth’
Display material – use photograph three as a centre piece and a
picture of a three / four year old from this country. Put speech /
thought bubbles around each child and fill them with what your
pupils think each child might say or be thinking.
Individual work:
 Ask the pupils to make a chart with two headings ‘Differences’
and ‘Similarities’. Simply list the differences and similarities
which they think might exist between themselves and a child of
their own age in Mara.
 Things I value : this could be factual prose writing or a more
creative approach could be taken in terms of poetry; picture
collage etc
This lesson could lead to an excellent whole school or class collective
worship.
The children should share their ideas of what is of ‘value’ in life and
could work together to create a prayer that will be offered at the end
of the worship. Pictures from the CD in this pack could be used.

Diocese of Leeds Education Department
Matengo Folktales recorded and translated by Joseph L. Mbele
Script by ‘Creative Arts Workshops… with Kirsty Johnson’

Hare and the Great
Drought
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SCENE 1
Narrator

Long, long ago in a certain land, there was a great drought and all the
animals of the land realised that they were in very serious trouble.

Animal 1

There is hardly any clean water for us to drink.

Animal 2

If we run out of clean water then we won’t be able to survive.

Animal 3

What can we do?

Animal 4

Let’s have a meeting with all of the other animals and see if they have any
ideas.

Narrator

The animals called a meeting and (introduce each character as they are
said by the narrator: see footnote 1), amongst the animals, there was
Tortoise, Crab, Hyena and Crow. In fact, all of the animals attended the
meeting except Hare.

Animal 1

Is everyone here?

Animal 2

Hare is missing.

Animal 3

He never comes to anything – he is so lazy.

Animal 4

Never mind about Hare! How are we going to get more water?

Animal 1

Perhaps we could move to another land -

Animal 2

We could be walking for days and we don’t know if there is any water
away from here.

Animal 3

We can hope that it rains enough to fill the lakes and rivers with fresh
water for us.

Animal 1

But we have been doing that and it hasn’t rained yet.

Animal 4

What about a well?

Animal 3

What is a well?

Animal 4

A well is a hole that is dug deep into the ground to find water. It then lets
us bring water up to the surface.

Animal 2

That’s a fantastic idea!

Animal 4

We will have to work together to dig the well because we will have to dig
very deep.

Narrator

The animals worked together to dig the well. Then, water came out and
filled the well (animals cheer: see footnote 2). This meant that the animals
could come back from grazing in the wilderness and have a drink of water
after a busy day. However, one day Tortoise spotted a problem with the
water.

Tortoise

The water is dirty! We can’t drink dirty water – we will get poorly!

Animal 1

I thought I saw Hare using the well earlier today.

Animal 2

Why should Hare be allowed water if he was too lazy to help us dig the
well?

Animal 3

It must be Hare who is making the water dirty.

Narrator

The animals decided that a guard was needed to protect the water in the
well and make sure that the water kept clean.

Tortoise

I will be happy to volunteer as a guard!

Narrator

Tortoise took up the position and began guarding the well. In the middle of
the night, Hare came to the well to drink some water. He was carrying
some elephant grass and a gourd. When he approached the well, he
started singing (see footnote 3):

Hare

(elephant grass prop needed in Hare’s hand alongside two gourds)
Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Ku-ba kwabatibatibaki,

If I had the chance

nga-bi nabatibatibaki;

I would have mixed him some

Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Ku-ba kwabatibatibaki,

If I had the chance

nga-bi nabatibatibaki;

I would have mixed him some

Tortoise

Hare! I have been asked by all of the other animals to guard this well and
stop you from using the water and making it dirty.

Hare

(cunning/tricking Tortoise) I have heard the animals made you guard…
But I bet they haven’t brought you a present (gives the elephant grass) I
thought you would be hungry.

Tortoise

(Tortoise really likes the elephant grass) Hare! It’s really sweet!

Hare

Sit down and eat as much as you want: I will guard the well for you.

Narrator

(whilst Hare is getting water, Tortoise falls asleep) Once Tortoise become
distracted by the food, Hare began filling his two gourds with water. He
then got into the well and had a bath (see footnote 4)! Finally Hare
finished his bath and left with his two gourds of water, leaving Tortoise
fast asleep. In the morning the animals came to drink the water.

Animal 1

Tortoise! How come the water is so dirty?

Animal 2

Who polluted it?

Tortoise

(embarrassed, he tells a lie) I don’t know who did that. I was asleep!

Narrator

The animals drank the dirty water and hoped that they wouldn’t become
poorly.

Animal 3

We must have another guard.

Crab

I will guard the well!

Narrator

This time, Crab went into the well and stayed quiet so that Hare wouldn’t
know he was here. Much later, Hare came singing his song:

Hare

(Hare needs to bring two gourds with him)
Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Ku-ba kwabatibatibaki,

If I had the chance

nga-bi nabatibatibaki;

I would have mixed him some

Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Su-mpoumbi kunoga

A mysterious thing – how sweet

Ku-ba kwabatibatibaki,

If I had the chance

nga-bi nabatibatibaki;

I would have mixed him some

(Spoken and overconfident) Well, today is dull – there is nobody here to
trick!
Narrator

Hare went to the well and started to take the water. Crab stayed still and
quiet. Hare then got into the well and started to have another bath! Then
Crab caught his leg in his claw and kept a tight grip.

Hare

(pleading with Crab) PLEASE let me go!

Crab

I am not letting you go until all of the other animals are here!

Narrator

And with that Crab and Hare sat there all night. Morning came and the
animals visited the well. They found Crab holding onto a very fed up Hare!

Animal 4

What are we going to do with Hare?

Animal 1

We could tell him that he isn’t allowed to live here anymore.

Animal 2

That hasn’t stopped Hare coming here in the past.

Animal 3

We could move and make a well somewhere else.

Animal 4

Why should we move when Hare is the one in the wrong?

Animal 1

We could eat him.

Animal 2, 3, 4

(surprised) What?

Animal 1

Well we are all very hungry and thirsty! And it is Hare’s fault that we have
to drink dirty water.

Hare

(Tricking the animals again) Isn’t it silly that you would eat a small animal
like me? I don’t think I am big enough to fill you all up.

Animal 2

He does seem a bit small to feed all of us!

Hare

(Still tricking the animals) I’ll tell you what to do. Tie me to a tree overnight
and I promise that when you come back in the morning you will find me a
million times bigger – maybe even the size of an elephant!

Animal 3

If he grows then we will be able to have a feast!

Animal 4

And even if he doesn’t, we still will be able to eat a little bit!

SCENE 2
Narrator

The animals tied the Hare to a tree and left him. Night came and a hyena
was walking past the Hare.

Hyena

How come you’re tied to that tree?

Hare

You won’t believe what they’ve done! They’ve tied me here to catch an ox
for breakfast for tomorrow morning! But I can’t catch an ox with these teeth
– look! (Hyena looks into the Hare’s mouth and laughs).

Hyena

Those can’t be called teeth! They won’t catch anything!

Hare

Can I see your teeth? (Hyena opens his mouth and exposes huge, sharp
teeth). You see! How am I supposed to catch an Ox? (Thinks and has an
idea to trick the hyena) How about untying me and I could tie you here so
that you can catch the Ox and eat it all to yourself?

Hyena

That sounds like a brilliant idea!

Narrator

As Hare was tying Hyena to the tree, the chants and drums of the other
animals could be heard. (Once the Hyena is tied, Hare runs away. The
chants/rhythm is to get louder as the animals get closer)

Animals

Ndi! Ndi! Ndi!
Ndi! Ndi! Ndi!
Lelenu kunkoma Kapesa!

Today, it is the killing of the Hare!

Ndi! Ndi! Ndi!
Ndi! Ndi! Ndi!
Lelenu kunkoma Kapesa!

Today, it is the killing of the Hare!

Hyena

(nervous: shouts after Hare) Hare? But they’re saying ‘Today we’re going
to kill the Hare!’

Animal 1

Look! Hare has grown bigger just like he said!

The animals begin to untie Hyena ready to kill him. If you are not having an interval then
Crow
needs to enter with these animals (see footnote 6 for more details on possible intervals) See
footnote 5
Hyena

(panicking and shouting) Friends! I am not the one you want!

Narrator

The animals were not listening and it was too late for the hyena. They
killed the hyena and ate him for breakfast! After all of this, Hare appeared.

Hare

Friends! Please may I take the bones? I don’t want meat I just want the
bones to make a xylophone with: I have always wanted my own
xylophone!

Narrator

The animals were happy to give Hare the bones as they were grateful for a
wonderful breakfast. Hare collected the bones and left, leaving the animals
to talk about his wonderful magic trick. Hare, his ‘magic trick’ and Hare’s
xylophone became the talk of the town.
See footnote 6

SCENE 3
Hare

Nduli, ndulinduli, Nduli, ndulinduli
Nu-ulombilombi wangu mee!
Nduli, ndulinduli, Nduli, ndulinduli
Nu-ulombilombi wangu mee,
A-mba muja Kapesa mee,
Nalijembe pa-tumba mee
Pa-tumba naliboleli mee
Ka-be mee!
Ka-be mee!

Nduli, ndulinduli, Nduli, ndulinduli
Nu-ulombilombi wangu mee!
Nduli, ndulinduli, Nduli, ndulinduli
Nu-ulombilombi wangu mee,
A-mba muja Kapesa mee,
Nalijembe pa-tumba mee
Pa-tumba naliboleli mee
Ka-be mee!
Ka-be mee!
The rhythm of the xylophone is stopped by Crow taking away the xylophone.
Hare

(angry) What are you doing? That is my xylophone – give it back!

Crow

You have been a bully to everybody here in this land!

Hare

Give it back! (Hare throws pieces of flaming firewood at Crow see
footnote 7)

Narrator

Hare threw the firewood so hard that it hit crow and forced the
xylophone out of his grip and back to the ground.

Crow

I will be back and revenge will be had!

Narrator

Crow was very angry and flew straight to see Thunder who lived in the
clouds. He seemed very annoyed with Hare’s behaviour.

Thunder

Don’t worry. I will take Hare’s xylophone away from him so that he
can’t play it or show off to the other animals anymore.

SCENE 4
Narrator

Thunder came down to Earth and took Hare’s xylophone with away
with him.

Hare

Oh! Poor me! Now can I get it back? Where he stays is too far away –
up in the sky… (thinks and comes up with a plan) Anyhow, that
doesn’t matter. I know that these days Thunder is gathering grass
near here to thatch his house. I’ll get him!

Narrator

Hare went to the place where Thunder had collected his bundles of
thatch. He looked for the biggest bunch to hide in and waited there to
be collected.
Later that day Thunder’s wife came and carried the bundles of grass
to the sky, one after the other.

Thunder’s wife

(gets to the bundle with Hare in) My goodness me! This one is heavy!
(Tries to lift the bundle) This is too heavy for me to lift. (She picks up
the other remaining bundle and takes it to Thunder’s house in the sky.
She speaks to Thunder) I’ve brought all of the bundles except one – it
was far too big and heavy for me!

Thunder

That’s OK. It’s quite likely that I made that one bigger than the others.
I’ll go and get the last bundle.

Narrator

Thunder went and collected the last bundle, with Hare hiding inside,
and brought it back up to the sky. Whilst Thunder wasn’t looking Hare
jumped out of the bundle and went and sat in the sengu and waited for
Thunder to turn back around.

SCENE 5
Thunder

What a surprise! How are you?

Hare

I’m fine.

Thunder

When did you come up here?

Hare

Just now.

Thunder

How strange! I’ve just finished collecting grass from down there.

Hare

You were just ahead of me – I saw you.

Thunder

You must be very tired after travelling all the way up here. Would you
like a place to sleep overnight?

Hare

That would be great! Thank you.

Narrator

Hare wasted no time in coming up with another plan to trick Thunder.
He knew that Thunder used to keep the night in a pot in his house.
This pot was opened every morning (see general footnote 3) at dawn.
If the pot wasn’t opened then day wouldn’t arrive on Earth.

Hare

(secretly and very cunning) Thunder is silly to think that he would be
able to take my xylophone and get away with it! I will keep night until
he gives me my xylophone back.

Narrator

Hare removed the lid, very quietly, took out the night, and ran away
with it back down to Earth.

Thunder

(stressed) Wife! Will you please release the night for the pot: The
morning is running very late!

Thunders wife

(panics) Thunder! The night is missing from the pot!

Thunder

Where is it?

Thunder’s wife

I can’t see it – the pot is empty (turns the pot upside down and to the
audience to see inside).

Thunder

(demanding) Where is Hare?

Thunder’s wife

He’s not here Thunder – he is gone.

Thunder

Hare must have taken the night away. He will want his xylophone back
in return for night. I’ll have to follow him even though it is very dark
(see footnote 8) and get night back.

Narrator

Thunder came down from the sky, carrying Hare’s xylophone.

Hare

Aha! My xylophone! I will trade you night for my xylophone. If I don’t
get my xylophone back then you’re not getting night back and the
Earth can stay dark forever!

Thunder

I will give you your xylophone but I must have night back first.

Hare

We will trade together. Ready? (Thunder to agree) 1…2…3! (Thunder
and Hare swap props)

Narrator

Thunder returned to the sky and day was brought upon Earth. Hare
smiled as his xylophone lit up. Thunder and Hare stayed in peace:
Thunder was happy because he had night back and Hare was happy
because he had his xylophone back. This is the end of the tale.

The End

Script Footnotes
FOOTNOTE NO.

PAGE NO.

NOTE

(SCENE NO.)
General note 1

n/a

Children enjoy being given a character name rather than a
‘number’. For example, ‘animal 1’ can be renamed to an
African animal that they choose to be (zebra, giraffe, ostrich,
etc.). This becomes more personal for the child and allows
them to relate to the role further and, perhaps, research the
animal given to them.

General note 2

n/a

All ‘animal’ characters can be as big or as small a chorus as
you like. For the purposes of this script animals ‘1-4’ have been
used but more animals can be added making a chorus of 4 to a
chorus of 14! This can be extended to the role of narrator as
this can also be split however it is recommended that this role
is split between a maximum of three people in order to
minimise confusion.

General note 3

n/a

As mentioned in the story, ‘night’ is kept in a pot by Thunder.
To make the story clearer to the audience you could use this
pot throughout the story to represent the difference between
day and night.

1

2 (1)

More animals can be added to this list. Also, groups of animals
can be introduced making the chorus as big or as small as
your class/school needs.

2

2 (1)

By using a tiered stage you will be able to create the idea of
digging deep. To enhance the idea of a well, you may wish to
use a prop of a well or a piece of blue fabric to symbolise
water.

3

3 (1)

This rhythm would be sung and could be done as a chorus
piece and/or a solo. Another idea is to incorporate the drums
which become a key part of the story into the rhythms found
throughout. The English translation has been included on the
right handside: This doesn’t have to be said!

4

3 (1)

As mentioned earlier, a tiered stage can be used to create the
idea of a deep well alongside the throwing of pieces of fabric
up in the air: These pieces of fabric can change colour from
blue to brown as he makes the water dirty. Another idea would
be to mime a scrubbing motion in the middle of the stage.

5

6 (2)

The killing of Hyena can be done in a number of ways:
 Hyena can be taken offstage, killed and a prop of meat
brought back onto the stage for the animals to eat.
 Animals can surround Hyena causing a wall in which the
audience can’t see allowing Hyena to hide behind set/sneak
offstage.
 Shadow puppetry can be used to represent the killing and
eating of the Hyena (the making of which is mentioned in the
art teacher pack)
 Music can be composed by the children on the drums to
represent the killing of Hyena
 A ‘sacrificial’ dance could be choreographed, by the
children, that represents the killing of Hyena
This would be a suitable place for an interval if needed. The
song would be a good chorus number to open the second part
of the show.

6

6(2)

7

6(3)

The flaming firewood would be a great affect that children
would look forward to however if time is tight of the affect isn’t
possible a rock or tree branch would work.

8

8 (4)

If possible, keep the lights dim throughout this scene as it will
emphasise that idea that morning hasn’t broken. If you do not
have access to stage lighting try using torches to represent the
idea of it being very dark.

Notes

Props and Scenery List
Props List











Digging materials (ie. shovels)
Honey
Gourd
Elephant grass
Rope (to tie Hare to the tree)
Bones
Xylophone
Flaming firewood
Thatch
Pot (and representation of ‘night’)

Scenery List







Meeting place
Well
Tree
Sky
Earth
Sengu

Notes

Art
Art can give a teacher access to the exploration of spirituality, culture, society and
humanities. When thinking about this story there are many different creative aspects
to consider including:





creating pictures of the characters in different mediums (pencil, paint, chalk,
collage etc.)
creating images of the scenes that stand out in the children’s minds
the making of items such as the xylophone, the well and the symbolic
representation of night
the exploration of Tanzanian artwork such as making block prints, painting
onto fabric and/or making masks.

Block Printing
Cross Curricular Links:

Technology; ICT; Maths

Suggested time:

45-60 minutes

What?
Tanzanian art includes bold colours often with a firm, repeated pattern. Pictures are often of
figures of animals, people, trees, houses and objects in silhouette against a ‘sunrise’ or
‘sunset’ style background, but always boldly presented. Art for this story could be individual
or communal offering a personal, a class or an entire school project. If, for example, the final
piece is to offer a swathe of fabric it would be possible to relating this back to the Hare and
the Great Drought by using block print repeated patterns symbolising the world in which
Thunder and his wife live, or items which ‘tell’ the whole story. It is also possible to focus on
themes found throughout the story: The hyena bones used to make the xylophone (as a
pattern), an artistic resemblance of the rhythms said by the Hare and/or props found
throughout the story such as grass; honey; water; teeth; rope; earth; Thunder; bundles; night
and pots.
How?

Can
prints/rubbings



of different
textures be



made into a
pattern?



(eg. The skins of
fruits from
Africa)



Ask the children to go through the story and highlight objects that are named, such
as those mentioned earlier, and their importance to the story
Discuss with the children which objects seem important and most relevant to the
story and ask why they think this
Ask the children to discuss with their peers (learn2learn) how these objects could be
turned into a symbol shape that can then be block printed onto a piece of fabric
Design a block that can be painted and printed onto a piece of fabric. Blocks can be
made by carving potatoes, lino printing, using stencils to paint over in order to create
a pattern etc.
What colours do the children class as ‘African colours’ and why? Ask the children if
they would do this as black and white or bright, bold colours and why (e.g. ‘hot’
colours, perhaps looking at the names of colours on commercial paint charts to help
thinking)

Greetings Cards / Invitations
Cross Curricular Links:

Literacy & Language; Drama / Theatre (when linked with the
performance); ICT; Art; Science (absorption / thickening

agents
/ dyeing etc); Maths
Suggested time:

30-45 minutes (not including drying time)

What?
As mentioned earlier, African Art is vibrant vast in style, texture and colour. Tanzanian art
has a theme of a brightly coloured background with a black image in the foreground: This
could be of landscape, animals, people and/or pots. Again, block colour seems popular and
simple patterns are sometimes used to emphasise certain parts of the image. When relating
this back to the Hare and the Great Drought the children make a scene from the story or use
the characters as the focal point in the foreground. These cards can be made by the children
as invitations for whoever they want to invite to the final performance on the last day of this
project, for example.
How?


Run out of
fabric? Try
building up
different shades




of tracing paper



Show the children examples of Tanzanian artwork (as found in this pack) so that they
are able to see the colours and style
Ask the children to discuss this with their peers:
What colours can they see? Are they colourful or dull? Is it a busy or simple picture?
Ask the children to paint a simple background onto the fabric or paper and leave to
dry
Whilst that is drying, ask the children to create a ‘shadow’ of an object that they want
in the foreground of their greetings card. This can be cut out and stuck onto the dried
background or traced onto the dry background for them to then paint in.
Ask the children to create the wording for the inside of the card: Is it an invitation or a
greetings card? This wording can be done on the computer. This can be printed off
and the image stuck on the front or the print can be stuck inside the card.
Alternatively a fabric panel can be made to fit inside a card frame this would involve
measuring, proportion, centring.

Mask Making
Cross Curricular links:

Drama; technology; ICT

Suggested time:

60-120 minutes (this can be split into two lessons)

What?
Tanzanian masks tend to be long in length, have definite patterns, use bold and limited
colours and are made out of wood or clay: If you feel unable to use clay or wood then strong
cardboard would work as it would replicate the firm look of the masks. Masks are often used
in African Culture as a part of ritual or in story-telling. When relating this back to the Hare and
the Great Drought, masks of all of the characters could be made: Hare; Tortoise; Crab;
Hyena; Crow Thunder; Thunder’s wife and/or any other animals that the children think would
be a part of this community that is mentioned at the beginning of the story.

How?

Perhaps the
masks could be
used as part of
the children’s
final






performance at
the end of the
week…



Ask the children to research Tanzanian masks on the internet.
Once stimuli have been gathered, discuss as a group or with peers (learn2learn)
about themes found in the images collected.
Make a thought shower in small groups or a big one on the white board. Use big,
colourful markers relevant to the African themed colours.
Surrounded by pictures, themes and overall thoughts let the children begin making
their masks. If your time is limited it may be easier to have pre-cut mask templates,
but this would detract from the skills, the creativity and the ownership of the children.
Once made, walk around the classroom to look at other people’s masks as they are
able to develop their ideas of Tanzanian masks thus giving the children time to talk
and share thoughts and opinions with peers over the work set.

Huge Puppets!
Cross Curricular links:

Maths; Technology; Drama; ICT

Suggested time:

120 minutes+ depending on your approach

What?
‘Art’ doesn’t just have to be about creating an image to look at … It can also be about
making something to use to create an further art form, in this case a piece of theatre. This
object can be a character out of the story: Hare; Tortoise; Crab; Hyena; Crow; Thunder;
Thunder’s wife or perhaps another animal that the children think would be part of the
community. This can be a fantastic opportunity to promote class cohesion whilst using the
story of Hare and the Great Drought to create this huge piece of art. Alternatively, small
moving models can be made on an individual basis using split pins and cardboard.

How?




The puppet
could greet the
parents at the
end of the week
or be part of




the final

Decide on the size of your character or (and this might be more fun!) draw around
one of the children, stopping just before their knees and elbows: Add paws and ears
to the outline and adjust whatever you feel needs amending to make the outline of
the hare. If using pre-made dimensions, ask the children to measure it out as this
develops their mathematical and problem solving skills. It can also promote
learn2learn.
Carefully cut out the stencil, leaving you with the animal ready to be decorated.
Ask the children to find images of the animal on the internet and to study the pattern
of the fur / coat / shell etc
Draw this pattern onto the puppet in question and fill with colour or texture e.g.
feathers, ‘armour plates’ (for the tortoise)
Once dry, add bamboo rods or garden sticks so that the children are able to hold the
puppet high up in the air.

performance!






Another way of doing this (more complicated but probably more exciting) is to ask the
children to focus on one body part of the animal: Each child or small group decorates
the body part with the appropriate pattern and colour. Prior planning regarding scale
and size will need to have been completed.
Once dry, tack the body parts together with split pins and add bamboo rod or garden
stick so that the children are able to hold the puppet high in the air and move the
limbs
Not only does it look good, but the puppet can now react.

Shadow Puppets
Cross Curricular links:

Technology; Drama; ICT

Suggested time:

30-45 minutes

What?
Shadow puppets are a simple and sometimes quicker way of producing a final product with
minimal fuss and mess whilst still allowing the children to feel see an end result of something
they have created. The script for Hare and the Great Drought (also found in this pack)
suggests using shadow puppetry as a form of theatre: Another idea is to do shadow
puppetry with the younger children so that they still have a role within the performance –
leaving the more complex script for the older children.

How?

Experiment with
different light
intensities and
use coloured gels
and/or fabrics
for different
effects.








Use the internet to research African animals and their shapes or ask the children to
create their own animals (which can be researched on the internet) which can be
used as a template for peers making shadow puppets.
Using dark coloured and/or black card cut out the templates.
Attach sticks and/or lolly pop sticks to strengthen the puppet and give handles with
which to hold the puppet up.
Position the puppet in front of a lamp so that its shadow is projected onto a screen or
plain wall.
As suggested for the ‘huge puppet’ you can make moving body parts by asking the
children to create and/or decorate each limb and compartment separately.
Tack these together with split pins to create moving components to the puppet
Strengthen with poles and/or lolly pop sticks and make sure the sticks are stuck on
correctly so that the puppet can move!

Drama
Drama can give a child access to the exploration of culture, society and humanities
whilst providing a safe distance in which to explore the subject in question. It is a
positive sign that the new curriculum is recognising and emphasising the need for
play & creativity in education: things which drama can and already does facilitate. It
may be helpful to use a bag of props (the hyena bones used to make the xylophone
grass; honey; water; teeth; rope; earth; bundles; night and pots) when using drama
with a class as it can stimulate a child’s thought patterns and enhance a performance
if they are given props to use and imagine with.
The story of Hare and the Great Drought allows the exploration and
debate of a different culture: Through using drama you will be able to
debate the themes such as the imagery of the story, the ‘winner’ and
‘loser’ of the story (the fates of Hare, Thunder and Hyena) as well as
the moral standing of the story.

These pages consider the possibilities of using drama, with the Hare and the Great
Drought story in mind, alongside other curricular links.
Using imagery to create a drama in response to the story
Materials needed:

paper, drawing materials, copy of the story, props (optional)

Cross Curricular Links:

Literacy, PSHCE, Art

Suggested time:

60 – 120 minutes

What?
Telling the story and asking a child for their opinion can sometimes seem daunting to them.
Through using art alongside drama children are able to create a response that can then be
discussed with peers. Tanzanian art uses symbols which are popular and are used across
Africa. It would be interesting to see if there are re-occurring drawings and ‘symbols’
throughout the drawings that the children produce in this session and discuss why they think
this is a re-occurring symbol. You can also focus on themes found throughout the story.
How?


Play African
music in the



background
when you’re
reading the



story to enhance
the culture that
is being
explored.



Read the story aloud to the children
Whilst reading the story ask the children to draw doodles and images that come to
mind as they are listening to the story
Ask the children to discuss their drawings with their peers (learn2learn) and which
parts of the story stand out to them
Debate the drawings with the children: which drawings/doodles seem important and
most relevant to the story and ask why they think this. Is there a re-occurring
drawing/symbol throughout the pictures?
Using the drawings as stimuli ask the children to pick one part of the story and, in
small groups, create a piece of drama based upon the story that they have just

heard. They may want to re-enact a scene/image from the story or create their own
story in response to the one that they have just heard.
Telling the story with the use of visual props
Materials needed:

props, copy of the story

Cross Curricular Links:

Literacy, PSHCE

Suggested time:

60 – 120 minutes

What?
Through using props you are able to not only give the children something to hear but you
also give them something to watch and focus on. One prop could intrigue a child/group of
children and this will cause debate amongst the class.
How?
Tell the story with the props but then give one prop to each small group of children. The
children will be able to discuss the story with their peers (enhancing learn2learn) before
creating a small presentation for the rest of the class. This small presentation could be a
performance in response to the prop or a representation of the most important part of that
story for that particular prop.
Another extension of this dramatic and debating technique is to ask the children to think
about how they would’ve resolved the animal’s dilemma of dirty water and what, if anything,
would they change in the story line. It may be interesting to see if the children change the
story to a ‘western European’ ending where the baddy (Hare) loses the goodies (the other
animals) win in some way. If this theme occurs ask the children to discuss the difference in
African stories to the stories that we know in England.
Puppetry and drama
Materials needed:

puppets, copy of story, script (optional), props (optional)

Cross Curricular Links:

Art, Literacy

Suggested time:

60 minutes (not including the time to make the puppets)

What?
Animal puppets could be provided by you or you could link the idea of making puppets (as
mentioned in the art section of this pack) and creating a piece of drama about the story with
the puppets the children have made.
How?
The puppets can then perform to the other members of the class allowing the more nervous
members of your class to use their puppets as their performance and not ‘themselves’.

Using masks to create and enhance characters
Materials needed:

masks, story, and script (optional), props (optional)

Cross Curricular Links:

Art, Literacy

Suggested time:

60 minutes

What?
By using masks you are asking a child to take on a role. Masks allow children to dress and
undress from the role as and when they please. This means that the child is never seen as
‘the nasty one’ and let’s the mask (an inanimate object) take on that persona. It can also
support a child in understanding a role and character by having a physical representation of
the character in question.
Masks can also be used to explore emotions felt by characters. Again, children are able to
relate more to the masks when discussing emotion as different facial gestures are seen and
can cause discussion. Geese Theatre (www.geese.co.uk) focus on using masks work to
provoke and debate emotions in a number of different scenarios. If you are unsure or less
confident in delivering a drama lesson masks may be a very good way of introducing
yourself to the ways of drama. You are able to use the masks as a form of stimuli for the
children to discuss before allowing the children to extend the task by taking away the masks
to create a piece of drama on the emotions discussed.
How?
Ask the children to draw and/or write emotions on a mask template or white board and then
create a piece of drama based on the emotions discussed. Use different scenes from the
script included in this pack and/or create their own scenes in response to the story of Hare
and the Great Drought.

The ‘Final Performance’
Materials needed:

masks, story, and script (optional), props (optional)

Cross Curricular Links:

Art, music, dance, PSHCE, Literacy

Suggested time:

60 minutes

What?
By working towards a ‘final performance’ children are not only able to achieve a goal but are
able to recognise the closing of a topic.
How?
Two examples of how you could close this topic are:



Use the script provided to create a final performance of the story of Hare and the
Great Drought.
After exploring the subject, allow the children to create their own performances in
response to the story of Hare and the Great Drought. This means that they may not
follow the story originally presented to them but they are able to reflect on the story
and create their own responses to the Hare and the Great Drought. This would also
cause discussion and debate as the children will be keen to tell you and their peers
of their learning process and why they made the decisions they did for their final
performance.

The final performance can also incorporate other things: The art work they have created, the
dance routines, and the music that might have been composed in response to the story. This
final performance could be done in small groups to present to the rest of the class, as a
class piece for a presentation for parents to come in and see… The list is endless!

Examples of Tanzanian Masks

